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Introducon
The inﬂuence of the media in modern society is enormous and growing
daily. It permeates communies of all sizes, from the local to the
global. Mass media has evolved from newspapers and magazines to
radio, ﬁlm, and television. With the rise of social media and usergenerated content, the internet has greatly ampliﬁed the speed and
reach of audiovisual communicaon.
People rely on the media for the latest news and analysis. In an ocean
of informaon, the media inﬂuences which informaon people see and
how they interpret it. The media is in a posion to inﬂuence people’s
ﬁrst impressions on a parcular topic, and thus carries considerable
powers of psychological priming.
For social elites, parcularly policians, the media determines the focus
of public opinion and serves as a rallying beacon for the public. Topics
that the media covers become ma6ers of grave social concern. Issues
that go unreported are ignored and forgo6en.
Thomas Jeﬀerson, father of the Declaraon of Independence and third
president of the United States, once summed up the vital dues that
the press assumes in society: “Were it le& to me to decide whether we
should have a government without newspapers or newspapers without
a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the la6er.” [1]
As the voice of society, media can be the safeguard of morality or an
instrument of evil. Its duty is to report the truth of the world’s major
events in a fair, accurate, and mely manner. It must support jusce

and condemn wrongdoing, while promong goodness. Its mission goes
beyond the private interests of any one individual, company, or polical
party.
In Western news circles, the media is the guardian of the truth and of
the society’s core values. It enjoys the lo&y status of “the fourth
estate.” Journalists are respected for their experse and sacriﬁces.
Joseph Pulitzer, a newspaper publisher and founder of the Pulitzer
Prize, said: “Our Republic and its press will rise or fall together. An able,
disinterested, public-spirited press, with trained intelligence to know
the right and courage to do it, can preserve that public virtue without
which popular government is a sham and a mockery. A cynical,
mercenary, demagogic press will produce in me a people as base as
itself. The power to mold the future of the Republic will be in the hands
of the journalists of future generaons.” [2]
However, in the midst of mankind’s moral decline, it’s diﬃcult for the
media to protect its virtue and perform its dues under the pressure of
power and the temptaon of money. In communist countries, the
media is controlled by the state. These regime mouthpieces brainwash
the masses and act as accomplices to communist policies of terror and
killing.
In Western society, the media has been heavily inﬁltrated by
communist thought, becoming one of communism’s main agents of
an-tradional, an-moral, and demonic trends. It propagates lies and
hatred, adding fuel to the ﬂames of moral degeneraon. Many media
enes have abandoned their dues of reporng the truth and

guarding society’s moral conscience. It is imperave for us to awaken
to the state that the media is in today, and to bring responsibility back
to this ﬁeld.
1. Mass Indoctrinaon in Communist Countries
From the very beginning, communists have viewed the media as a
brainwashing tool. In their 1847 wring “The Communist League,”
Marx and Engels asked members to have “revoluonary energy and
zeal in propaganda.” [3] Marx and Engels o&en used terms like “party
ba6leﬁeld,” “party mouthpiece,” “polical center,” or “tool for public
opinion” in their arcles to express the media’s desired character and
funcons.
Lenin used media as a tool to promote, incite, and organize the Russian
revoluon. He founded the oﬃcial communist newspapers Iskra and
Pravda to promote revoluonary propaganda and acvism. Soon a&er
the Soviet Communist Party seized power, it used the media for
domesc polical indoctrinaon. Abroad, it ran propaganda to improve
its image and export revoluon.
The Chinese Communist Party also regards the media as a tool of public
opinion for the dictatorship and a mouthpiece of the Party and the
government. The CCP is highly conscious of the fact that “the guns and
the pens are what it relies on for seizing and consolidang power.” [4]
As early as the Yan’an period, Mao Zedong’s secretary Hu Qiaomu put
forward the principle of “Party nature ﬁrst,” saying that the Party
newspaper “has to carry through the Party’s viewpoints and

understandings in all arcles, every essay, every news report, and every
newsle6er. …” [5]
Upon establishing its dictatorship, the CCP imposed strict control over
the media, including television, radio, newspapers, magazines, and
later the internet. It uses them as tools to indoctrinate the Chinese
with communist ideology, to suppress dissidents, inmidate the public,
and conceal or distort the truth. Media workers are experts in selfcensorship, constantly aware that a single error can result in a
miserable outcome. Censorship not only permeates the oﬃcial news
channels, but personal blogs and online communies are also
monitored and controlled by a vast system of internet police.
There is a contemporary Chinese phrase that vividly describes the role
of the media under the CCP’s rule: “I am the Party’s dog, siKng by the
Party’s door. I’ll bite whomever the Party tells me to bite and however
many mes I am told.” This is no exaggeraon. Every communist
polical movement starts with public opinion: The media spreads lies
to incite hatred, which cascades into violence and killing. The media
plays a crucial role in this deadly mechanism.
During the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre, the CCP claimed that the
students were violent thugs and so used the army to suppress the
“riot.” Following the massacre, it claimed that the army didn’t shoot
anyone and that there were no casuales at Tiananmen Square. [6] In
2001, early on in the persecuon of Falun Gong, the regime staged the
so-called Tiananmen self-immolaon incident to frame the spiritual
pracce and kindle hatred against Falun Gong across China and around
the world. [7]

Leading cadres in commi6ees at all levels of the CCP place great
importance on propaganda work and ﬁeld considerable personnel for
this task. By the end of 2010, China had more than 1.3 million staﬀ
working in the naonal propaganda apparatus, including about ﬁ&y-six
thousand in propaganda departments at the provincial and county
levels, 1.2 million in the local propaganda units, and ﬁ&y-two thousand
people in the central propaganda work units. [8] This ﬁgure does not
include a large number of staﬀ who are responsible for monitoring and
manipulang online opinion, such as internet police, moderators,
Party-controlled commentators, and others employed in various forms
of public relaons duty.
Countries ruled by communist pares, without excepon, use great
amounts of resources to manipulate the media. Years of operaon
have honed the communist state media into an eﬃcient mouthpiece
for their totalitarian masters, using any and all means to deceive and
poison the people.
2. Communist Inﬁltraon of Western Media
The last century was witness to the great confrontaon between the
free world and the communist camp. All the while, communism has
been inﬁltrang free sociees. To this end, inﬁltrang and subverng
the media in Western countries has become one of its chief methods.
In light of the extraordinary inﬂuence of American media throughout
the world, this chapter focuses on the United States to discuss the
communist specter’s grasp on the media.

A&er the Soviet regime seized power in Russia, it a6empted to
establish its control over public discourse in the West, dispatching its
agents to inﬁltrate the Western media and encing local communist
sympathizers. It used these people to great eﬀect in eulogizing the
Soviet Union and concealing the brutality of communist rule. Soviet
propaganda eﬀorts swayed large numbers of Westerners, even
inﬂuencing government policy to favor the Soviet Union.
It has come to light that the Soviet KGB used its agents in the United
States to work directly with presgious American media organizaons.
Among them are Whi6aker Chambers and John Sco6, employed as
editors of the New York Times; Richard Lauterbach and Stephen Laird
of Time magazine, and others. They used their posions to mingle with
policians, celebries, and heads of state. Aside from gathering a wide
range of intelligence, they also inﬂuenced high-level decisions
concerning ma6ers of polics, economics, diplomacy, war, and more.
[9]
New York Times Moscow correspondent Walter Duranty covered the
Soviet Union extensively and won the 1932 Pulitzer Prize for thirteen
serialized reports in that country. American former communist Jay
Lovestone and prominent journalist Joseph Alsop, however, believe
that Duranty acted as a spy for the Soviet secret police. [10]
During the 1932–1933 famine that ravaged the Ukraine and other
regions of the Soviet Union, Duranty denied that the famine even
existed, let alone that millions of people were starving to death. He
claimed that “any report that the Soviet Union has famine today is
exaggerated or malicious propaganda.” [11]

Describing the consequences of Duranty’s false reporng, Robert
Conquest, a famous Brish historian and authoritave scholar on the
history of the Soviet Union, wrote in his classic book The Harvest of
Sorrow: Soviet Collecvizaon and the Terror-famine: “As the most
famous journalist in the world’s most famous newspaper at the me,
Duranty’s denial of the Great Famine was regarded as truth. He not
only deceived readers of the New York Times, but because of the
presge of the newspaper, he also inﬂuenced countless people’s views
on Stalin and the Soviet regime. His inﬂuence undoubtedly aﬀected
newly elected President Roosevelt on his recognion of the Soviet
communist regime.” [12]
Hollywood, home of the American ﬁlm industry, was also inﬁltrated by
communist and le&ist ideas and even hosted a Communist Party
branch. A&er Willi Munzenberg, German communist and member of
the Third Internaonal, entered the United States, he began to
implement Lenin’s concepts of ﬁlm development and producon, using
ﬁlm as a tool for propaganda. He a6racted Americans to travel to the
Soviet Union to study ﬁlm and helped trainees enter the ﬁlm industry.
It was he who set up the Communist Party branch organizaon in
Hollywood.
Step by step, the Soviet Union’s inﬂuence began to sink in. Many
ﬁlmmakers of the era idolized the Soviets, and these senments only
grew during World War II, when the United States and Soviet Union
were brieﬂy allied against Nazi Germany. A famous playwright claimed
that the German invasion of the Soviet Union was “an a6ack on our
motherland.” [13] In the 1943 ﬁlm Mission to Moscow, it was publicly

declared that “there is no fundamental diﬀerence between the Soviet
Union and the tradional United States.” [14]
In addion to the Soviet Union, the Chinese communist regime has also
greatly beneﬁted from le&ist media and journalists in the free world.
Prominent among them are le&-wing American journalists Edgar Snow,
Agnes Smedley, and Anna Louise Strong.
Edgar Snow’s Red Star Over China painted a glowing picture of Mao
Zedong and other senior Chinese Communist Party leaders while hiding
their crimes and the evil nature of communism from Western readers.
Mao said: “Snow is the ﬁrst person to clear the road for the friendly
relaons needed to establish a united front.” [15]
Agnes Smedley wrote many arcles and books ﬂa6ering the CCP and
its leadership. There is strong evidence from the Soviet archives
suggesng that she was a Comintern agent who had worked to foster
armed revoluon in India and collect intelligence for the Soviets. [16]
Anna Louise Strong was also an admirer of the Chinese communist
movement. The CCP has acknowledged these three Americans by
issuing postal stamps in honor of their “meritorious service.”
3. Le&-Wing Bias Among Media Professionals
Most Americans are skepcal about the accuracy of media news
reporng. Surveys have shown that 47 percent of people feel that the
media is liberal-leaning. In comparison, only 17 percent thought that
there was a conservave bias. [17] A queson then arises: With the

news industry being such a compeve ﬁeld, how could such a uniform
bias exist?
Though reporters and editors have their own individual polical and
social views, this does not have to be reﬂected in their reporng. As
subjecvity and neutrality are keystone principles of journalism ethics,
news reports should not be colored by personal opinion. By normal
market principles, if there is bias, it should be oﬀset by the emergence
of new, more neutral competors.
The reality is more complicated. American polical scienst Tim
Groseclose’s 2012 book Le& Turn: How Liberal Media Bias Distorts the
American Mind uses rigorous scienﬁc methods to analyze the polical
leanings of major American media. His ﬁndings revealed that the
polical leanings of American media on average trend exceedingly
toward liberalism and progressivism—far le& of the typical vong
cizen. The “mainstream” media are even further le& of this average.
[18]
The book explains that the majority of media professionals are liberals,
which objecvely speaking, puts pressure on tradionalists in the ﬁeld.
The small number of conservaves working in liberal media companies
are seen as “mildly evil or subhuman,” according to Groseclose. Even if
they aren’t squeezed out of employment, they dare not air their
polical views publicly, much less promote conservave viewpoints in
print or on television. [19]
Le&-wing bias discourages students with conservave viewpoints from
picking journalism as their major, or geKng a job in the media a&er

graduaon. The community of media professionals excludes views that
do not align with its liberal bias, thus forming polical echo chambers.
Individuals in this community see themselves as the compassionate
and intelligent elite at the forefront of societal development, while
looking down on ordinary cizens as stubborn commoners.
But the mainstream media does not necessarily represent the opinions
of the social mainstream. Gallup’s 2016 poll veriﬁed this. According to
the poll, 36 percent of American cizens are conservaves, while
liberals number just over 25 percent. [20] That is to say, if media
accurately reﬂected the views of a majority of cizens, then the media
as a whole wouldn’t be le&-leaning.
The le&ist bent of media is evidently not the result of popular will.
Rather, it comes from the behind-the-scenes pushing of a polical
agenda intended to shi& the enre demographic to the polical le&.
This is also explained in the above poll—cizens on the whole are
changing their views to become more liberal and progressive. The gap
between conservaves and liberals in 1996 was 22 percent; in 2014 it
was 14 percent; and in 2016 it was 11 percent. The proporon of
conservaves has remained stable, but many in the middle have been
converted to the Le&. The mainstream media has an undeniable role in
this demographic transformaon, which in turn sustains the media’s
ideological bias.
There are also some issues when looking at media professionals’
parsan aﬃliaons. In the United States, Democrats are associated
with the Le& while Republicans tend to lean right. According to a 2014
survey by The Washington Post, 28.1 percent of media personnel in the

United States were Democrats compared to just 7.1 percent reporng
themselves to be Republicans. [21]
The majority of people working in major newspapers and TV staons
are le&ists, be they the owners of these organizaons or the reporters
and commentators. Their bias is obvious. In the 2016 U.S. presidenal
elecon campaign, ﬁ&y-seven of the naon’s one hundred biggest
newspapers—making a combined circulaon of thirteen million—
openly endorsed the Democrac candidate. Just two of the top
hundred, with a circulaon of 300,000 papers between them,
supported the Republican candidate. [22]
Why does the media lean so far to the le&? In the 1960s, the country
was heavily inﬂuenced by communist ideology, with radical le&-wing
social movements taking the United States by storm. The radical
students of that period later entered the media, the academic
community, upper-class society, government agencies, and the arts
scene, thus establishing control over public discourse.
The majority of university professors are le&ists, as discussed in
Chapter 12. Departments of journalism and literature, ﬁlled with le&wing ideology, have brought generaons of graduates under its
inﬂuence. Media workers are not paid high salaries, instead relying on
their idealisc sense of purpose to persevere in the ﬁeld. This idealism
has become the tool for transforming the media into a le&-wing base of
operaons.
Along with news media, the ﬁlm industry is also under siege.
Hollywood has become a bason of le&-wing propaganda. Using

sophiscated producon and narrave techniques, le&-leaning
producers promote le&ist ideologies that have reached the enre
world. The main theme of Hollywood ﬁlms usually appears to be
slandering capitalism and emphasizing class conﬂict, while praising
immoral behavior or an-American senment.
Author Ben Shapiro interviewed many movie stars and producers in
Hollywood and wrote a book tled Primeme Propaganda: The True
Hollywood Story of How the Le& Took Over Your TV. According to
Shapiro, a famous producer said that in this profession, liberalism is
100 percent dominant, and that anyone who denies this is either
kidding or not telling the truth. When asked whether having a diﬀerent
polical standpoint could hinder a person’s pursuit of the movie
industry, he answered, “Absolutely.”
A famous producer blatantly admi6ed that Hollywood has been selling
liberal polical views through the programs. “Right now there’s only
one perspecve. And it’s a very progressive perspecve.” [23] The
producer of a television series about criminal police admi6ed that he
intenonally shows more whites as the criminals because he didn’t
“want to contribute to negave stereotypes.” [24]
Shapiro argues that neposm in Hollywood is ideological rather than
familial: Friends hire friends with the same ideological views. The
openness with which the Hollywood crowd admits its an-conservave
discriminaon inside the industry is shocking. Those who talk about
tolerance and diversity have no tolerance when it comes to respecng
diversity of ideology. [25]

4. The Media Takeover by Liberalism and Progressivism
Walter Williams, the founder of journalism educaon and of the
world’s ﬁrst journalism school at the University of Missouri, created the
Journalist’s Creed in 1914. It deﬁned journalism as an independent
profession that respects God and honors mankind. Journalists should
be unmoved by pride of opinion or greed of power. They must pay
a6enon to detail and exercise self-control, paence, fearlessness, and
constant respect for their readers. [26] A&er the 1960s, however,
progressivism became prevalent. Advocacy replaced objecvity.
Liberalism and progressivism replaced imparality.
In The Media Elite, author Samuel Robert Lichter wrote that reporters
tend to add their own opinions and educaonal background to their
reports on controversial issues. The majority of the people in the
newsroom are liberals, which has shi&ed news reporng in favor of
liberal polics. [27]
In his research on the evoluon of two hundred years of American
journalism, Jim A. Kuypers concluded that today’s mainstream media
are liberal and progressive both in their structure and in their
reporng. He quoted a liberal editor of a major newspaper as saying:
“Too o&en, we wear liberalism on our sleeves. We do not tolerate
other lifestyles and viewpoints. We are not hesitant to say that if you
want to work here, you must be the same as us, and you must be
liberal and progressive.” [28]
In another work, Kuypers found that the mainstream media leans very
much toward liberalism in the reporng of the issues, such as race,

beneﬁts reform, environmental protecon, gun control, and the like.
[29]
The le&ist media established its dominance in the ecology of American
polics, proliferang its ideological agenda in covering the news. In a
commentary piece published by The Wall Street Journal in 2001,
former CBS reporter Bernard Goldberg wrote, “The mainstream news
anchors were so biased that they ‘don’t even know what liberal bias is.
’” [30]
Most people in the high-trust sociees of the West have few doubts
about the veracity of news created and broadcast by the mainstream
media. Many take it for granted that reports are wri6en objecvely and
comprehensively and that what is cited is serious expert analysis based
on informaon from reliable sources. The le&ist media makes use of its
consumers’ trust to inculcate them with its ideological worldview.
While fake news runs rampant today, this is a rather unusual
phenomenon. The free sociees of the West have tradionally
emphasized the need for a truthful, objecve, and fair media. Thus, the
le&-wing media does not generally spread fake news to deceive the
public outright. Its methods are more subtle and elaborate, as
described below.
Selecve Coverage. Every day, tens of thousands of newsworthy events
occur around the world. But which events receive a6enon or quietly
fade from public a6enon are almost completely determined by what
the media chooses to cover.

Contemporary media wields great power. Due to considerable le&-wing
inﬂuence among many media organizaons and personnel, many
progressive ideas, such as so-called social jusce and equality and
feminism have become mainstream, while the crimes of communism
have been whitewashed. Former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich
once said, “The academic le& and its news media and Hollywood
acolytes refuse to confront the horrifying record of Marxism’s endless
inhumanity.” [31]
Selecve coverage can be divided into three categories. First, events
are selected only or primarily for their ulity in helping readers accept
the ideological stand of the Le&. Second, instead of reporng
comprehensively on the event’s context, they report only the aspects
that support the le&ist point of view. Lastly, the media tends to give
greater voice to those who lean le& or whose statements agree with
the Le&, while other organizaons and individuals are sidelined.
In A Measure of Media Bias, Tim Groseclose wrote, “For every sin of
commission, … we believe that there are hundreds, and maybe
thousands, of sins of omission—cases where a journalist chose facts or
stories that only one side of the polical spectrum is likely to menon.”
[32]
Agenda-SeKng. In the 1960s, media researchers came up with the
inﬂuenal theory that the media’s funcon is to determine which
topics are suitable for discussion. Bernard Cohn arculated this well:
The press “may not be successful much of the me in telling people
what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what
to think about.” [33] That is to say, the press can determine the

importance of events by the number of reports and follow-up reports
that an event receives, while equally or more important issues can be
dealt with more summarily or not at all.
The issue of transgender rights, though it concerns only a very small
poron of the populaon, has become a focal point of discussion and is
an example of media successfully seKng the agenda. In addion, global
warming becoming an important issue in public discourse is the result
of a long-term conspiracy between the media and other polical forces.
Framing. There are many issues that are too big to ignore. The media
uses the method of framing to set the narrave. The sex liberaon
movement and the state welfare of the 1960s resulted in the
disintegraon of the family, worsened poverty, and increased crime.
However, le&ists use the media and Hollywood to depict an image of
the strong and independent single mother, hiding the real social issues
behind this phenomenon. Some cricize “white supremacy” and
a6ribute the poor ﬁnancial and social status of minories to systemic
discriminaon. The prevalence of such narraves is largely the result of
collusion between the media and certain polical forces.
The method of framing is seen mainly in the phenomenon of stories
preceding facts. In objecve reporng, the writer summarizes the facts
into a story. But reporters and editors o&en hold prejudiced opinions
on an issue, and when creang reports, massage the facts to ﬁt the
story that validates their own biases.
Using Polical Correctness to Enforce Self-Censorship. Polical
correctness permeates the media. Whether wri6en in the style guide

or le& implicit, many media outlets have policies of polical correctness
that aﬀect what may or may not be reported and how it is reported.
Because of legislaon on “hate crimes” in some European countries,
many local media outlets dare not report on crimes commi6ed by
immigrants, even though such crimes have become a severe social
issue and are threatening the domesc security in these countries.
American media organizaons also self-censor when it comes to
reporng crimes, o&en omiKng the perpetrators’ immigraon status.
Labeling Conservave Sources to Neutralize Their Inﬂuence. In order to
create the impression of balanced reporng, the liberal media has no
choice but to report on the opinions of conservaves or conservave
think tanks. But the media typically uses labels like “conservave,”
“right-wing,” or “religious right-wing” when quong these sources,
subtly implying that their opinions are prejudiced or not trustworthy
for the simple fact that they are conservaves. When quong from
liberals or liberal think tanks, the media usually uses neutral tles such
as “scholar” or “expert,” suggesng that these opinions are imparal,
objecve, raonal, and trustworthy.
Creang a Lexicon of Polical Correctness. The Western media, along
with le&ist polical groups and academia, has created a vast system of
polically correct language. It has been applied so frequently by the
media that the language has become deeply rooted in the public
consciousness, inﬂuencing the public on a subliminal level.
Once the media validates a le&-wing opinion, it manifests in all aspects
of society. An October 2008 report by The New York Times tled
“Liberal Views Dominate Footlights” begins with the sentence, “During

this elecon season theatergoers in New York can see a dozen or so
overtly polical plays, about Iraq, Washington corrupon, feminism or
immigraon; what they won’t see are any with a conservave
perspecve.” [34]
The media’s polical colors are also reﬂected in its coverage of the
democrac process. Liberal candidates are reported posively, while
candidates who espouse tradional views receive more cricism. Such
reports and “expert” analysis have great inﬂuence over the vong
populaon. Groseclose discovered that 93 percent of reporters in
Washington, D.C., voted for Democrats; only 7 percent voted for
Republicans. According to Groseclose’s calculaon, media bias aids
Democrac candidates by about 8 to 10 percentage points in a typical
elecon. For instance, if that media bias didn’t exist, John McCain
would have defeated Barack Obama 56 percent to 42 percent, instead
of losing 53 to 46. [35]
5. The Film Industry: Vanguard Against Tradion
Hollywood has tremendous inﬂuence around the world. Although
American movies make up less than 10 percent of the ﬁlms produced
globally, Hollywood movies receive 70 percent of global cinema
screenings. There is no denying that Hollywood movies dominate the
internaonal movie industry. [36] As an internaonal symbol of
American culture, Hollywood has served to broadcast and amplify
American values worldwide—but it has become an instrument for
exposing all of humanity to distorted, an-tradional values.

Today it’s hard for most Americans to imagine that families in 1930s
and 1940s had no need to worry about the negave inﬂuence of
movies on children. But the ﬁlm industry at the me followed strict
moral regulaons.
In 1934, with strong backing from churches, the ﬁlm industry
introduced the Code to Govern the Making of Talking, Synchronized
and Silent Moon Pictures, also known as the Hays Code. Its ﬁrst
principle was that no picture should be produced that would lower the
moral standards of those who see it. The audience should never be
made to sympathize with crime, wrongdoing, evil, or sin. The Hays
Code principle on sex was to uphold the sancty of the family and
marriage: Moon pictures should not infer that low forms of sexual
relaonships are acceptable norms. Adultery, while somemes
necessary as plot material, must not be jusﬁed, depicted a6racvely,
or treated in an explicit manner.
Since the 1950s, however, sexual liberaon has caused cultural and
moral shock. The rise of television in the American household fostered
enormous market pressure and rivalry among ﬁlm producers.
Hollywood increasingly ignored the Hays Code and failed to enforce
self-discipline. For example, Lolita (1962), adapted from the novel of
the same tle, depicted the adulterous relaonship between a man
and his underage stepdaughter.
Lolita won an Academy Award and a Golden Globe, and though the ﬁlm
received both negave and posive reviews at that me, today Lolita
holds a 93 percent approval rang among its forty-one reviews on the
American ﬁlm and television review aggregator Ro6en Tomatoes. This

reﬂects the sea change in social morality that has occurred in recent
mes.
The counterculture movements at the end of the 1960s marked the
collapse of tradional morality and order in Hollywood producons.
Several iconic ﬁlms depicng themes of rebellion reﬂect an evil and
growing hold on the American ﬁlm industry.
As stated repeatedly throughout this book, a key tacc of communism
is to cast criminal behavior in a noble or righteous light. Bonnie and
Clyde is a 1967 crime ﬁlm based on the real story of the eponymous
Great Depression-era robbers. During the Great Depression, many
families became homeless a&er their houses were foreclosed by banks.
The protagonists in the ﬁlm express righteous anger at this
phenomenon, and are depicted as ﬁghng social injusce when they
commit bank robbery and murder.
The ﬁlm, which features some of Hollywood’s ﬁrst depicons of graphic
violence, suggests an underlying narrave of Robin Hood-style jusce
for these crimes. The criminal couple were depicted by a handsome
man and a beauful woman, portraying them with an inherent sense of
jusce. The police, meanwhile, were cast as incompetent stooges
rather than protectors of law and order. At the ﬁnale, the deaths of
Bonnie and Clyde when they fell vicm to a police scheme had a
profound impact on adolescent audiences. The two were beaﬁed as
martyrs, as though they had sacriﬁced themselves for the sake of some
great cause.

The themes of crime and violence depicted in the ﬁlm shocked the
mainstream of American society, but found great resonance among
rebellious students. The actor and actress who starred as Bonnie and
Clyde appeared on the cover of Time magazine. The youth started to
copy their style of clothing, speech, and contempt for tradion and
custom. They even sought to emulate the couples’ manner of demise.
[37] One radical leader of a student organizaon wrote an arcle
comparing Bonnie and Clyde to supposed heroes like Cuban guerrilla
leader Che Guevara and Nguyễn Văn Trỗi, a Vietcong terrorist. [38] One
radical student organizaon claimed, “We are not potenal Bonnie and
Clydes, we are Bonnie and Clydes.” [39]
Aside from beaufying crime, Bonnie and Clyde featured an
unprecedented level of violence and sexuality, However, the ﬁlm sll
received crical acclaim, being nominated ten mes at the Oscar
nominaons and winning twice. Hollywood had deviated from its
tradional principles.
The Graduate, released at the end of 1967, reﬂected the inner anxiety
and conﬂicts of college students in the period. The ﬁlm depicts a lonely
college graduate at the crossroads of life. The tradional values of his
father’s generaon are presented as dull and hypocrical. Instead of
entering mainstream American society, he accepts the advances of an
older married woman and also falls in love with her daughter, who
discovers the aﬀair. At the wedding ceremony of the daughter and
another young man, the protagonist arrives at the church, and he and
the young woman elope. The Graduate featured a jumble of adolescent
rebellion, uncontrolled libido, incest, and other themes reﬂecng the
confused, an-tradional milieu of rebellious youth. The ﬁlm was

phenomenally successful, generang high box-oﬃce sales immediately
and over the following years. With seven Oscar nominaons and one
win, The Graduate gained recognion throughout Hollywood.
Films like Bonnie and Clyde and The Graduate kickstarted the New
Hollywood era. At the end of 1968, the Hays Code was replaced with
the modern ﬁlm-rang system. That is, ﬁlms with all kinds of content
could be screened as long as they were labeled with a rang. This
loosened the moral self-discipline of the entertainment industry
considerably and blurred the standards of right and wrong. In this way,
entertainers and media staﬀ separated morality from their creaons,
giving free reign to evil content.
Degenerate entertainment hooked audiences with cheap, excing, and
readily available smulaon. Meanwhile, producers gave in to their
greed as they reeled in prodigious commercial proﬁts.
Film is a special medium with the power to create compelling
atmospheres and realisc personalies, and to bring audiences to the
viewpoint of the director. Successful movies can so immerse their
audiences in the cinemac world that hardly anything can call them
back to reality. They play an enormous role in shaping the feelings and
worldview of their audiences, and in the hands of evildoers, in leading
people to break with tradion.
A well-known ﬁlm producer once said, “Documentaries convert the
already converted. Ficonal ﬁlms convert the unconverted.” [40] In
other words, documentaries strengthen the values that viewers already
hold, while ﬁconal ﬁlms use fascinang stories to prime their

unwiKng audiences with a new set of values. The producer and male
lead of Bonnie and Clyde is a supporter of socialism. His 1981 historical
drama Reds won him Oscar and Golden Globe awards. At the height of
the Cold War, Reds changed the stereotype of a radical communist into
an easy-going and friendly person [41].
In another of his Oscar-nominated movies, Bulworth, he depicted a
socialist presidenal candidate. Through his portrayal, audiences were
given the suggeson that class, not race, is the central issue of
American polics. [42] This movie was such a success that many urged
him to run for president of the United States.
Many movies had an immediate impact. As Bonnie and Clyde came to
the end during its debut, insults were shouted at the police from the
back rows. [43] A&er the introducon of the rang system, the ﬁrst Rrated movie, Easy Rider, became an instant hit and contributed to the
popularity of drug abuse. The ﬁlm follows the adventures of two longhaired, cocaine-dealing hippy motorcyclists as they indulge in rock
music, hallucinatory drugs, hippy communes, and brothels. Real drugs
were used during the ﬁlm’s producon. Their lifestyle of ansocial
indulgence free from convenonal values became the dream of
numerous youth, and turned drugs into a symbol of the counterculture.
The director admi6ed: “The cocaine problem in the United States is
really because of me. There was no cocaine before Easy Rider on the
street. A&er Easy Rider, it was everywhere.” [44]
Since the introducon of the movie-rang system, Hollywood began to
mass produce movies that cast a posive glow on degenerate
behaviors such as sexual promiscuity, violence, illicit drugs, and

organized crime. A research study showed that R-rated movies took up
to 58 percent of the Hollywood movies produced between 1968 and
2005 [45].
American scholar Victor B. Cline did an analysis of thirty-seven movies
that were shown in Salt Lake City in the 1970s. He found that 58
percent of the ﬁlms presented dishonesty in a heroic light or as
jusﬁed by the hero because of the circumstances, and that 38 percent
of the ﬁlms presented criminal acvity as something that pays oﬀ or as
a successful and an excing pasme with no negave consequences. In
59 percent of the ﬁlms, the heroes killed one or more people. Seventytwo percent of the heroines were presented as sexually promiscuous to
some degree. In fact, only one ﬁlm suggested normal sexual relaons
between a man and a woman legally married to each other. In only 22
percent of the ﬁlms were any of the principal ﬁgures seen engaged in
what might be termed healthy and reasonably sasfying marriages.
[46]
A common argument against cricism of violence and sexuality in ﬁlms
is that such things exist in real life and that ﬁlms only reﬂect the nature
of reality, rather than having any negave impact. But from the ﬁgures
above, this is demonstrably false. Moreover, numerous movies
produced by Hollywood le&ists naturally reﬂect their values and in turn
have changed the values of society. According to ﬁlm cric and former
Hollywood screenwriter Michael Medved, the liberal-minded social
revoluonaries in Hollywood are molding the values of society by
assaulng the legimacy of the family, promong sexual perversion,
and glorifying ugliness. [47]

Others argue that the profusion of morally degenerate content in the
ﬁlm industry is merely driven by market forces. But whatever the
means, diabolical goals are being achieved to frightening eﬀect. The
speed and power with which the ﬁlm industry has been used to take
down public morality is astounding. Some movies lionize beasts or
monsters; those that depict man transforming into beasts or even
besality are approved of and praised by the Hollywood mainstream.
This is the real-life reﬂecon of how the devil has brought the world
under its rule—mankind has come to embrace monsters.
These an-tradion movies probe into and reﬂect on social issues with
superﬁcial intricacy, but they are actually excuses to create a complex
and vivid environment in which to immerse the audience. A studiously
cra&ed atmosphere allows the audience to think of moral standards as
being circumstanal. Ugly deeds that convenonal society disapproves
of can always in some way be raonalized, given sympathec
treatment, or even made to appear posive. The ulmate message,
implanted in the brains of the audience, is that there isn’t a clear divide
between right and wrong or good and evil, that tradions are boring
and suppressive, and that morality is relave.
6. Television: Corrupon in Every Household
Television has become a ubiquitous part of everyday life. Frequent
television viewing changes people’s worldviews without their nocing
it. Research conducted by the Media Research Center has
demonstrated this point. For instance, the more people watch
television, the less commi6ed they are to tradional virtues such as
honesty, reliability, and fairness, and the more lenient their aKtudes

toward issues related to sexual morality such as sex outside of
marriage, aboron and homosexuality—are likely to be. [48]
Although the percentages of two sets of people—light and heavy TVviewers who say they believe in God—are almost the same (85 to 88
percent), the more one watches television, the more diﬃcult it is for
the person to value religious principles. For example, when asked in a
quesonnaire to choose between “People should always live by God’s
teachings and principles under all circumstances” or “People should
combine their personal set of morals and values with God’s moral
codes,” those who watch more television tend to choose the la6er.
From these ﬁgures, it can be generally concluded that television
predisposes people to moral relavism.
Television has been an integral part of daily life since the 1950s. Not
only do TV series and movies achieve a similar eﬀect in molding
people’s values, but talk shows, situaon comedies (sitcoms), and even
documentaries also quietly inculcate their audiences with all sorts of
distorted ideas through connual repeon every day.
Take talk shows for example. Television studios are especially keen to
invite guests whose opinions or behavior contradict tradional values
or whose lives are fraught with conﬂict, or to invite “experts” to discuss
some controversial issues of morality. The guests are encouraged to
“bravely” disclose the “deep” or “complex” problems in their personal
lives. The host, experts or the audience at the scene give diﬀerent
“opons” as soluons to the problems. To ensure the popularity of the
program, usually no moral judgment is made. In this way, many

programs become a venue for displaying corrupt and distorted
behaviors and perspecves. People have gradually come to agree that
the values they used to uphold do not apply under some special
circumstances, which in fact negates the existence of universal
principles.
Many primeme television programs are ﬁlled with despicable and
distasteful content that is hard to watch. Some program hosts,
including female hosts, take pride in swearing. Quite a number of
programs indoctrinate people with vulgar tastes and an-culture or
an-tradion content via entertainment, while the audience is in a
state of relaxaon. As me passes, people do not feel alarmed at all
and even come to recognize and appreciate this material, thus eroding
their moral thinking.
Sitcoms are used to normalize deviated values and behaviors that are
actually rarely seen in people’s daily lives by airing them repeatedly on
television.
Ben Shapiro made an example of a scene from the episode called “The
One With the Birth,” which appeared in the popular U.S. sitcom series
Friends. Ross’s lesbian ex-wife, Carol, is having his baby. Ross is
understandably concerned that his child will be growing up in a lesbian
family. While Ross is feeling perturbed, Phoebe says to him: “When I
was growing up, you know my dad le&, and my mother died, and my
stepfather went to jail, so I barely had enough pieces of parents to
make one whole one. And here’s this li6le baby who has like three
whole parents who care about it so much that they’re ﬁghng over

who gets to love it the most. And it’s not even born yet. It’s just, it’s
just the luckiest baby in the whole world.”
Ross immediately feels relieved and reassured by her perspecve. As
Shapiro writes, the episode portrays “pregnant lesbians and threeparent households as not only normal, but admirable.” [49]
Modern medicine has discovered that human brains consist of ﬁve
diﬀerent types of brainwaves. Two among them are brainwaves found
in the waking state of consciousness: alpha (α) waves and beta (β)
waves. When people are busy working, their dominant brain waves are
β waves. They exhibit an enhanced ability to analyze and tend to use
logical thinking. A person having a debate would exhibit predominantly
β brainwaves. In other words, people in the state where β waves are
dominant are more alert and less gullible. However, when people are
relaxed and α waves dominate, their emoons take the lead, and their
analycal ability weakens. When people watch television, they are not
prepared for serious thinking, but are instead relaxed and
impressionable. Under such circumstances, people tend to be
subliminally persuaded by the themes and views represented in the
television program.
Research shows that close to two-thirds of media programming,
including children’s programs, contain scenes of violence. Misleading
sexual content is also all over TV programs and movies. Following sex
educaon classes in schools, young people list the media as the
second-most important source for learning about sexual acvity.

A copious amount of research shows clearly that violent content in the
media desensizes young people to violence and increases their
chance of commiKng violent acts later in life. The media has had a very
bad inﬂuence on youth, increasing the tendency for violence, underage
sexual acvity, and teen pregnancy. Girls who o&en see programs
containing depicons of sexual acvity are twice as likely to be
pregnant within three years compared to girls who rarely watch such
programs. Media programs also increase the risk of sexual assault and
engagement in dangerous behavior. [50]
A deluge of pornographic and sexual content directly a6acks social
values and tradion. As one scholar pointed out: “The media are so
compelling and so ﬁlled with sex, it’s hard for any kid, even a cric to
resist. … I think of the media as our true sex educators.” [51] Due to
media inﬂuence, sex outside of marriage, adultery, and other behaviors
have been taken for granted as parts of a normal lifestyle—as long as
all pares are willing, there is nothing to it.
In the book Primeme Propaganda, Shapiro summarized nearly a
hundred inﬂuenal American TV series. He found that as me
progressed, these programs run the range of accepng liberalism,
promong atheism and beli6ling faith, promong sex and violence,
promong feminism, accepng homosexuality and transsexuals,
rejecng morality, rejecng the tradional relaonships between
husband and wife or parent and child, strongly promong le&ist
viewpoints, and establishing ruthless anheroes devoid of sympathy as
the protagonists. Their evoluon is a process of connuous decay in
moral values. This type of an-tradional lifestyle has had major

inﬂuence over the mindset of the general public, in parcular young
people. [52]
Many so-called music television shows unreservedly promote so&core
porn and even perverse sexual behavior among young audiences. [53]
Since the ﬁlm-rang system was implemented, many pornographic
ﬁlms can be sold as long as they are labeled with an “X” rang. As
technology developed, these indecent programs went from
underground to general consumpon, and could easily be obtained at
movie-rental stores, through paid TV channels, and in hotels.
Television programs begin pollung people at very young ages.
Cartoons feature ugly characters or large amounts of violence. Other
children’s programs are loaded with hidden themes of progressivism
and liberalism, such as teaching homosexuality under the name of
“cultural diversity.” They use phrases like “There’s only one person in
this whole world like you” to foster unearned self-esteem and the
concept of accepng all people regardless of their immoral behaviors.
[54]
Certainly, few Hollywood producers had any sort of formal agenda to
insll their audiences with corrupt ideologies. But when the program
producers themselves agree with the concepts of progressivism and
liberalism, then these corrupt ideologies will inevitably end up in the
programs. The real plan is diabolical, and media workers who stray too
far from the divine become the evil’s pawns.
7. The Media: A Key Ba6leground in a Total War

The communist philosophy of struggle spares no means and respects
no moral bo6om line in order to achieve its polical objecves. In the
2016 U.S. presidenal campaign, candidate Donald Trump opposed
“polical correctness” and declared his advocacy of measures to shi&
America from the far-le& to the right: a return to tradional values,
rule of law, tax cuts to revitalize the economy, a renewal of people’s
reverence and humility before God, and so on. His outspokenness
threw liberals into a panic. Armed with the mainstream media, they
lashed out with an all-out assault against Trump.
During the presidenal campaign, the le&-wing media used various
methods to willfully demonize and denigrate Trump while ostracizing
his supporters, who were described as racists, sexists, an-immigrant
xenophobes, and uneducated whites. That is, the media tried to
inﬂuence the results of the elecon by manipulang public opinion.
Apart from a small number of media outlets, almost 95 percent of the
media repeatedly predicted that Trump would deﬁnitely lose. Against
all expectaons, Trump defeated his rival and was elected forty-ﬁ&h
president of the United States.
Under normal circumstances, no ma6er how ﬁerce the campaign trail
may be, the diﬀerent pares and groups should return to normal
operaon a&er the elecon is over. More importantly, the media
should uphold the principle of fairness, put naonal interests ﬁrst, and
maintain the principle of media neutrality. However, a&er the 2016
presidenal elecon in the United States, we have seen that the media
has connued its campaign-trail frenzy even at the risk of its public
image.

Most media outlets deliberately ignored the achievements of the
Trump administraon, such as the stock market soaring to record
levels, American diplomac achievements, and the near-total
eradicaon of the Islamic State (ISIS). With the unemployment rate
hiKng an eighteen-year low in the United States, the American
economy is enjoying a revival. Furthermore, the media is doing
everything possible to hamstring the Trump administraon by making
groundless accusaons. For example, the media srred up a conspiracy
theory of collusion between Trump and Russia, but a special
invesgaon has not found any evidence to support this. A
Congressional report has stated unambiguously that there was no
collusion between Trump and Russia. [55]
In order to a6ack Trump, the media also generated a lot of fake news.
In December 2017, a TV news giant had to suspend two senior
journalists for four weeks without pay and redact their work because
they had fabricated fake reports that Trump had ordered Michael Flynn
to make contact with Russia. [56] Finally, the two reporters were forced
to leave the TV staon. This parcular team had previously made
outstanding accomplishments, winning four Peabody Awards and 17
Emmy Awards, but fake news brought them shame and disgrace.
When President Trump condemned the infamous MS-13 gang,
especially those members who had entered the United States as illegal
immigrants, he said, “They’re not people. These are animals, and we
have to be very, very tough.” However, the major media in America
immediately took it out of context, claiming that Trump said that illegal
immigrants were animals.

In June 2018, a photo of a crying Honduran girl was widely circulated in
the media and on the internet. This li6le girl and her mother were
stopped by border patrol when trying to sneak into the United States.
The media claimed that the girl was forcibly separated from her mother
and used this opportunity to cricize Trump’s border policies and zerotolerance stance toward illegal immigraon. Later, Time magazine
combined the photo of the li6le girl with a photo of Trump on the
magazine cover, adding the capon “Welcome to America” to ridicule
Trump. However, the girl’s father later told the media that border
oﬃcials had not separated her from her mother. [57]
According to studies conducted by the Media Research Center, Trump
was the main focus of the evening news broadcast by the three main U.
S. media networks over the last two years, taking up one-third of the
total airme used by the evening news. In 2017, 90 percent of coverage
given to Trump was negave, while posive coverage was only 10
percent. In 2018, negave coverage reached 91 percent. The report
concluded: “Without queson, no President has ever been on the
receiving end of such hosle coverage, for such a sustained period of
me, as has Trump. …” [58]
However, the American public is becoming more aware of fake news.
From a poll conducted by Monmouth University in April 2018, the
percentage of Americans who felt that “the major media outlets were
reporng fake news” increased from 63 percent in the past year to 77
percent. [59] In 2016, a Gallup poll found that America’s trust in the
media had sunk to a new low, with only 32 percent of people having a
great deal or a fair amount of trust in the media, down 8 percentage
points from the previous year. [60] Unsurprisingly, the owner of a large

media company lamented that “fake news is the cancer of our mes.”
[61]
Judging from the results of the U.S. elecon, half of Americans support
Trump, but the aKtude taken by the media is literally one-sided. Under
these abnormal circumstances, Trump is a6acked and demonized
because he strongly advocates the restoraon of tradion, and his
ideals cannot coexist with the an-tradional ideology of the Le&. If the
media’s a6acks on Trump are able to cause the public to lose their
conﬁdence in him, this would achieve their underlying objecve—to
prevent society from returning to tradion.
More worrying, however, is that many media outlets have become
catalysts for magnifying radical rhetoric, provoking animosity and
hatred, and polarizing the populaon, thereby further widening the
cracks in society. Basic ethics have been thrown out, and consequences
are ignored to the point that destroying oneself so as to bring about
the demise of an opponent has become acceptable. The country has
been pushed to a state of extreme chaos and danger.
Conclusion: Bringing Back Responsibility in the Media
If we say that the specter of communism had only parally inﬁltrated
and controlled various areas in the world over the past century, by
today the specter is already ruling our world—all aspects of the human
world have already been subject to corrupon. The immense inﬂuence
of the media over humanity has been used eﬀecvely to brainwash,
deceive, and corrupt human morality, causing people to unconsciously
deviate from tradion.

In Western countries, many liberal media establishments have become
tools for concealing the truth and deceiving people. Many have
forsaken basic professional ethics and instead resort to all sorts of
unscrupulous a6acks, abuse, and slander, regardless of the impact to
their reputaon or to society.
The specter has been successful because it has exploited human
failings: the pursuit of fame and gain, ignorance, laziness, selﬁshness,
misapplied sympathy, compeveness, and the like. Some journalists
self-righteously rebel against tradional values under a facade of
knowing the truth. Some conform to the already morally debased
“public demand” in order to get views. Some conform to the lowered
standards for the sake of their careers. Some fabricate fake news out of
jealousy and hoslity. Some believe fake news because of their
ignorance and laziness. Some exploit the kindness and sympathy of
others in advocang social jusce and thus lt the enre society
toward the le&, resorng to unscrupulous taccs to achieve their
polical and economic goals.
The mission of the media is a lo&y one. It is meant to be the lifeline by
which people obtain their informaon about public events, and it is
also an important force in maintaining the healthy development of
society. Objecvity and imparality are the basic ethical requirements
of the media and are key to the trust people place in it. But in the
media today, chaos reigns, severely aﬀecng the conﬁdence people
have in it. Reclaiming the mission of the media and re-establishing the
glory of the news profession is the noble responsibility of people
employed in this ﬁeld.

Restoring the media’s mission means that the media needs to pursue
truth. The media’s coverage of the truth must be comprehensive and
come from a place of sincerity. When reporng social phenomena,
many media outlets present paral realies that are o&en misleading
and can do more harm than outright lies.
Part of the media’s mission is to promote compassion. The compassion
of the media is neither an abuse of sympathy, nor polical correctness.
Its goal must be the long-term well-being of mankind. The way out for
mankind is not to obtain short-term economic beneﬁt, not to fall for a
fabricated communist utopia, but to follow the tradional path set
forth by the divine, to raise moral standards, and to return to one’s
original place, the true and wonderful origin of life itself.
The media is good if it can help society value and uphold morality, as
good and evil are both present in human society. It is the responsibility
of the media to spread truth, extoll virtue, and to expose and restrain
evil.
In returning to its mission, the media must pay more a6enon to the
major events that aﬀect the future of mankind. The last century was
witness to a great confrontaon between the free world and the
communist camp. While it appeared to be an ideological confrontaon,
it was in fact a life-and-death struggle between righteousness and evil,
for communism is ruining the morals that hold together the civilizaons
of mankind. Yet following the collapse of the communist regimes in
Eastern Europe, its ghost lingers on, undefeated.

In China, a country of ancient culture, the Communist Party has since
1999 persecuted the spiritual pracce of Falun Gong, which upholds
the universal principles of truthfulness, compassion, and tolerance.
This persecuon has aﬀected millions of people across the expanse of
the world’s most populous country; it has lasted nearly two decades
and is being perpetrated to a degree of brutality that is hard to match.
It is the largest persecuon of faith in contemporary history.
The persecuon of Falun Gong is a persecuon against the core values
of human civilizaon and a monstrous assault on the freedom of belief.
However, its coverage by the Western media has been
disproporonately weak when placed beside the magnitude and
severity of the actual events taking place. Most of the mainstream
media outlets have been inﬂuenced by the Chinese Communist Party’s
polical clout, and have exercised self-censorship or remained silent on
this ma6er of grave concern. Some have even been complicit in helping
the CCP spread its deceit.
At the same me, a trend has emerged that opposes communism and
advocates a return to tradion. In China, more than 300 million people
have withdrawn from the CCP and its aﬃliated organizaons in the
“Tuidang” (Quit the Party) movement. Yet such a major phenomenon,
which holds great signiﬁcance for the future of China and the world, is
rarely menoned in the Western media.
Today, as the world undergoes great changes, truth and tradional
values are more important than ever. The world needs media that can
disnguish between right and wrong, conduct good deeds, and
maintain public morality. Transcending the interests of individuals,

companies, and polical pares to present the real world before the
people is the duty of every media professional.
Today, when facing the moral decline in the media profession, it is
imperave that readers and audiences make a conscious disncon
between right and wrong, and scrunize raonally the informaon
produced by the media. People must judge issues in line with the moral
tradion, regard social phenomena through the lens of universal
values, and in doing so, push the media to fulﬁll its historic mission.
This is also the key for mankind to stave oﬀ the inﬂuence of the
communist specter and ﬁnd the path to a be6er future.

